
UNIT 1: TALKING ABOUT MYSELF
Step 2: My Chinese Portrait.

1 / LISTEN: Fill in this text with the missing words. 
  

Hi!  My name is  Lazare.  I'm ____________ but  I  live  in  America.  I'm currently
______________ years old. And I'm in high school. I live in Yarmouth, Maine.
If I were a day, I would be ___________ because ___________ are the last day
of   __________ in a week.
If I were a color, I would be ___________ because ___________ is the color of
________ and ____________. 
If I were a country, I would be ____________ because _____________ is big, _____________ is rich and
_______________ has a lot of food. 
If I were a number, I would be the number _______ because that is the age when I'll able to drive.
If I were a _________, I would be any team _________, because I love team spirit.
If I were a ________      _____________, I would be science because in my class, every month, we get to
blow stuff up!
If I were an animal, I would be a _________ because all a _______ does is sleep, eat and  __________.

 

2 / WHAT ABOUT YOU?

If I were a colour, I would be ......................... because I  am ...........................................................................

If I were a feeling, I would be ......................... because .....................................................................................

If I were a drink, I would be ............................. because ...................................................................................

If I were a country, I would be ............................ because ..................................................................................

If I were an animal, I would be ........................... as people say I am ...................................................................

If I were ...............................................................................................................................................................

If I  were ........................................................................................................

 3 / READ your sentences to the class.

4 / GRAMMAR

A/ Match each word with the right article:

a
(in blue)

an
(in red)

apple
song
actor
town
ice-cream
ocean
car
idea
electrician

B/ FILL IN the sentences with A or AN.

a) She's ......... adorable baby! 
b) It's ........ incredible adventure!
c) My father bought me ......... bike.

d) I dream of ........ united world.
e) He has ......... yellow car.
f) It takes me ....... hour to come by bus. 

GRAMMAR: If I were... Possibilités, souhaits, voeux. 
ex: If I were a part of a body, I would be the heart
 = Si j'étais une partie du corps, je serais le coeur. 
La première partie de la phrase est au passé : I WERE
L'autre partie de la phrase est introduite par WOULD qui exprime le conditionnel. 

L'article indéfini : A / AN

L'article a (un,une) devient an devant un 
son …............... pour faire la liaison.

METIERS :
On utilise A ou AN devant les noms de métier.

Ex : I'm a  teacher, she's an informatician.

NB : On n'utilise aucun article en français : 
Je suis professeur, elle est informaticienne.



5 / NUMBERS.

If I were a number, I would be a ......... because ...........................................................................................

REMEMBER:
1 11 Suffix  -TY

2 12 20

3 13 30

4 14 40

5 15 50

6 16 60

7 17 70

8 18 80

9 19 90

10 Suffix  -TEEN 100

6/ PRACTICE: Write these numbers in full letters:

62 ..........................................

27  ..........................................

154  .............................................................................

333  ..............................................................................

515  ..............................................................................

999   ...........................................................................


